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For given matrices A(s) and B(s) whose entries are polynomials in s. the validit) 
of the following implication is investigated: ‘by lim,, ~ A(D)y(t) = 0 3 
lim rl B(D)!(t) = 0. Here D denotes the differentiation operator and .I’ stands for a 
sufficiently smooth vector valued function. Necessary and suffkient conditions on 
A(s) and B(s) for this implication to be true are given. A similar result is obtained 
in connection with an implication of the form kS A(D)!(t) =0, lim,,,. 
B(D)y(t) = 0, C(D).)(r) is bounded => lim,,, E(D)y(t) = 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 19 14, Landau published a paper [3] of which one of the results can be 
stated as follows: “Iff is twice differentiable on (0, co), lim,,,, f(x) exists 
and f” is bounded, then lim,,, f’(x) = 0.” This work was inspired by a 
paper [2] of Hardy and Littlewood in which almost the same result can be 
found, the only difference being the extra condition that f” is continuous. 
Still earlier, an analogous result was given in [ 11, published in 1911. There 
has been considerable interest since 1914 in quantitative results (i.e., results 
about order of growth and best constants), also initiated in 12, 31. For a 
survey see 141. 
Our aim is to generalize the qualitative results, mentioned at the beginning 
of this section, to vector functions and linear differential operators. 
Specifically. we want to investigate questions of the following type. 
Let p, 9 and r be polynomials and D the differentiation operator djdf. 
Which conditions on p, (I and r guarantee the following implication for all 
sufficiently often differentiable functions I’? 
1 iimP( = 0) A (q(D)y(r) is bounded) ( 
f-0 
’ d l/y r(D)y(r) = 0. _ 
(Sufficiently often differentiable means: k times differentiable, where k is the 
maximal degree of p, q and r.) 
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This problem will also be extended to the case where p, q and r are 
matrices with polynomial entries. A complete characterization is given of 
polynomial matrices for which the above question can be answered in the 
affirmative. Using this criterion, one can, for instance, answer questions like: 
Ifyandzarefunctionson[O,co)andy’-3y-z”~O(t~co),y”-y~O 
(t+ co) and z is bounded, does it follow that z” -+ 0 (t + co)? (Here we 
assume that the derivatives mentioned exist.) 
Our main results are given in Theorems 1 and 2. In Section 2 these 
theorems are formulated and some examples are given. 
The results will also have significance for the theory of observers of linear 
systems, and this will be reported upon in a subsequent paper. 
2. RESULTS 
In this paper C denotes the set of complex numbers, C + the set of 
complex numbers z with Re z > 0, (I the closure of C ‘, Cc - = C\o, and 0 the 
set of complex numbers z with Re z = 0. We denote by C [s] the ring of 
polynomials in s over C, and by C(s) the set of rational functions in s over 
Cc, which is the quotient field of C[s]. If A G C then C,(s) denotes the set of 
rational functions in C(s) which have no pole in A. If A = (a}, where a E G, 
we simply write C,(s). C,(s) denotes the proper rational functions in C(s), 
i.e., if p(s) E C[s], q(s)E C(s] then p(s)/q(s) E C,(s) iff degree 
p(s) < degree q(s). The elements of C,(s) are called stable rational functions. 
C,,,(s) := C,(s)n C,(s). Let WG C(s) and r-(s) E C(s). Then by r(s) W 
we denote the subset of rational functions {r(s) w(s)/ w(s) E W). For 
example, (s -a) Cm(s) is the set of all rational functions with a zero in 0~. If
S is some set then Sk denotes the set of k-column vectors with entries in S, 
and Skx’ denotes the set of k + 1 matrices with entries in S. 
In Theorems 1 and 2, the symbol y exclusively denotes a function 
(0, a)+ cm, sufficiently smooth to allow for the differentiations. D denotes 
d/d& D2 denotes d2/dt2, etc. All order symbols are with respect o t tending 
to infinity. 
THEOREM 1. Let A E CnXm[s],B E Crxm[s]. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1,) V, A(D)y=o(l)+B(D)y=o(l). 
(1,) V, A(D)y=O(l)=-B(D)y=O(l). 
(1,) V, A(D)y=o(l)=-B(D)y=O(l). 
(2) 3 mc~~~xoz(s) MA = B, 
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Remark. We actually have (3)(i) o (4)(i) and (3)(ii) * (4)(ii). 
Remark. If rank A(s) = m (s E a) then (3)(i) holds trivially. If rank 
B(s) = m (s E CJ) then rank A(s) = m (s E o) is obviously necessary for (3)(i) 
to hold. 
Remark. Theorem 1 (and also Theorem 2) remains true if matrices A, B. 
C and E are rational instead of polynomial and expressions such as 
A(D)y = o( 1) are interpreted in distributional sense. For further details we 
refer the reader to the beginning of Sections 4 and 5. 
In all examples illustrating Theorems 1 and 2 it is assumed, without 
further indication, that all occurring functions are sufficiently smooth, and 
all order symbols are meant for t -+ co. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let pi E C [s], i = l,..., k. Then we have 
P,(D)?’ = o( 1) 
v, i *y=o(l) 
P,(D)y=o(l) 
if and only if 
V LIE0 (P,(a),.-, p,(a)) f (OY., 0) (*! 
or, equivalently, gcd(p,(s),..., p,Js)) has no zeros in O. 
This result is a consequence of Theorem 1 since, obviously, condition (3) 
is fulfilled iff (*) holds. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
y’-.Y=o(l) 
v’-3y-z”=o(l) * y=o(l). 
z =0(l) I 
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To prove this we introduce 
Then the result can be stated as 
Since A(s) has rank 2 for all s E u, condition (3)(i) is obviously satisfied. 
Also (3)(ii) offers no difficulty. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E cnxm [s], B E Ckx’“[s], C E f?‘“[s], E E 
crXm[s]. In the conditions below we will refer to the equation 
MA+NB+LC=E. (*> 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) v, 
[ 
=-E(D)y=o(l) . 1 
(2)(i) For every a E 0 Eq. (*) has a solution 
ME CL”“(s), NE Cafe, L E ((s - a)/(s + 1)) CL:$,(s). 
(ii) Equation (*) has a solution 
ME C;‘“(s), NE C;;;(s), L E (l/(s + 1)) C;r(&(s). 
(3)(i) For every a E @ + Eq. (*) has a solution 
ME @kXn(s), NE CLxk(s), L E C;“(s). 
(ii) For every a E 0 Eq. (*) has a solution 
ME CL’“(s), NE lCLxk(s), L E (s -a) c:“‘(s). 
(iii) Equation (*) has a solution 
ME crx”(s), NE ic:k(s), L E (l/s) q?(s). 
AP E G(s) 
(4)(i) Vacc+ VpEpcSj Bp E @i(s) i * Ep E c;(s) . 
CP E Us) 1 1 
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Remark. We actually have (3)( ) i a (,4)(i). (3)(ii) 0 (4)(ii). (3)(iii) ,= 
(4)(iii). 
EXAMPLE I. 
J’ - 3J,-~“ZO 
?,” - i j-=0(1) =>z”‘=o(l). 
z=O(l) i 
It is easily checked that conditions (3) of Theorem 2 are satisfied. 
We remark that the above statement is not true if J*’ - 3~ -z” = 0 is 






Proof: We have to apply Theorem 2 with A = 0. 
I 
1 0 -1 
1 
1 0 0 
B= s -1 0 . c= [O 1 Sj. E= 0 1 0 s -1 I  0 0. 1 1 
Equation (:K) reduces to NB + LC = I. We observe that B ’ exists ifs # * 1. 
since det B = 1 --s’. We will check condition (3): For (3)(i): If u # 1 take 
N=B-‘, L =O. Ifa= 1 then 
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has maximal column rank for s = 1, hence [t] has a left inverse with entries 
in C,(s). For (3)(ii) take M= B-‘, L = 0. For (3)(iii) take M= B-‘, L = 0. 
Obviously B -’ is proper. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let n > 2 and p a polynomial of degree n, say, p(s) = 
a,+u,s+**- + a,,~” with a, # 0. Let x0,x, ,...,x, be scalar functions on 
(0, co). Then 
X0 =0(l) 
1, -x, = o(1) 
=xX, =0(l). 
in-, -?c, = o(l) 
aoxo + **- +u,x, = O(1) 
Proof. We shall apply Theorem 2 with 
A = 0, c = [a,, u, *.. a,], 
E= [0 1 0 .a+ 01. 
For (3)(i) and (ii) take N = EB - ’ and L = [O] in Eq. (*) of Theorem 2. For 
(3)(iii) take L = [s/p(s)] and N(E - LC)B-‘. 
Remark. The above premise implies also x, = o(l),..., x, _, = o( 1). This 
can be proved either by induction using the above result or by a direct 
application of Theorem 2. 




In order to avoid troublesome details about differentiability and to make 
an algebraic treatment possible, we use the tool of distribution theory. We 
introduce some notations and recall a few definitions. (For details see, for 
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example, [5].) By g we denote the set of functions f: IF‘ + C such that 
f(t) = 0 (t < 0), f is continuous on (0, 00) and lim,loS(t) exists. Let I( 
denote the set of distributions u with supp u E [O, 00). gb is the set of 
distributions u E 9 such that u = u on (0. co) for some bounded function 
I’ E V and g0 the set of distributions u E Y such that u = L’ on (0, co) for 
some c E q with the property t)(r) = o(l) (t + co). Clearly F0 c @b c 2’. If 
u E 9, u E 9 then the convolution u * t’ E I;” will simply be written UC 
instead of u * u and, similarly, u2 instead of u * U. Well-known distributions 
are 1=6 and s=8 with supp6=supps= {O). For every uEYi we have 
ti = SU. Let u E 9. Then supp u c {O} if and only if u is a polynomial in s. 
As a consequence, every u E Pb can be written as u = p + ~1. where p is some 
polynomial in s and c is some bounded function in P. Also. every u E ““0 is 
the sum of a polynomial in s and a function u E ‘Y’ with the property that 
[l(t) = o( 1) t + a~). Let a E @. Then (s - a)-’ can be identified with f E %’ 
defined by f(t) = ear (t > 0), f(t) = 0 (t < 0). 
LEMMA 3.1. The following four statements are equivalent. 
(1) V/u& (s - a)u E g* s- u E q. 
(2) vU,,(s-a)uE~obuuE';P,. 
(3) V/u& (S-u)uE~~*uEq. 
(4) Rea < 0. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Obviously (1) ti (3) and (2) * (3). 
Proof of (4) * (1). Let (s - a)u E gb, say (s - a)u = p(s) + r, with p 
polynomial in s and u E P bounded. Define q(s) = (p(s) - p(a))/ 
(s - a). Then (s - a) - ’ p(s) = q(s) + p(a)(s - a) - ’ E qO. Furthermore 
((s - ~2~‘c)(t) = jb eacrmr) u(r)dr=O(l) (t-co). Hence (s--a)-‘cEY’,. 
Proof of (4) =z= (2). Suppose again that (s - a)u = p(s) + t’ but now with 
u(t) = o(t) (t + 00). A standard estimation procedure yields that 
((s - a) - ‘u)(t) = J‘b ea(f-r) u(r)dr=o(l) (1-+ oo), so that uEPO. 
Proof of (3) 2 (4). Suppose that Re u > 0. Let v E P be defined by t)(t) = 
(t + 1)-l exp(ir Im a) (t > 0). Clearly u E FO, and \((s - a)-‘u)(t)1 = 
leaf1 .ib (r + l)-’ Ie-“l dr >I; (r + l)-’ dr is unbounded. i 
Remark. The proof of (3) z- (4), just given, has the following form: A 
function u is given, analytic on (0, 00) which proves -(4) 3 
3 uanalyticon t0.m) -(3). Therefore Lemma 3.1 holds if V,,, is replaced by 
V rranalyticont0. r.)* 
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LEMMA 3.2. The following two statements are equivalent. 
(1) V,&b (s - a)u E g0 * u E EO, 
(2) ReafO. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of (2) ti (1). If Re a < 0 then (1) is a consequence of Lemma 3.1. 
Now we suppose that Re a > 0. Let u E Fb be such that (s - a)u E gO, i.e., 
(s - a)u = p + v with p polynomial is s and v E GF such that v(t) = o(1) 
(t + co). Hence u = q(s) + b(s - a)-’ + (s - a)-‘~, where b = p(a) and 
q(s) = (s - a)-‘(p(s) - p(a)) E C[s]. Since q(s) E ‘FO and u E E* we must 
have that b(s -a))’ + (s - a)-‘~ E gbjb, i.e., 
e a’ 
[ f 
b + ‘e-“‘v(r)dr 
-0 1 
must be bounded. It follows that b = -jr z-‘~v(s) ds, whence u(t) = 
-eat J’,” e-“v(r) dz = o( 1) (t + 00). 
Proof of (l)*(2). If Reu=O then u:=(s-a)-‘EFbb, (s-a)uEFo, 
butu&go. a 
Remark. The distribution u = (s - a) - I, representing an analytic 
function on (0, 00 ), proves that 42) * -( 1). Therefore Lemma 3.2 remains 
valid if VuEqb is replaced by V II analytic and bounded on (0.x) 
LEMMA 3.3. (i) V,,,. s'u E % =s su E q. 
(ii) V,,W~ s*y Ego 2 su E go. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. In both cases we can assume that u = p(s) +f, 
s*u = q(s) + g, where p(s) and q(s) are polynomials and f and g are functions 
inV. Letq(s)=q,+q,s+... + qnsn. Then it follows that f (t) = q0 t + q, + 
1’; (t - r) g(r) dr (t > 0). Hence f is twice continuously differentiable, and 
Lemma 3.3 can be reformulated in terms of twice differentiable functions. 
We shall prove the following result. Let y be a twice differentiable complex- 
valued function on (0, co); K and M positive nonincreasing functions on 
(0, co) such that K(t) M(t) = o( 1) (t -+ co), and 1 y(t)1 < K(t), [j;(t)/ < M(t) 
on (0, co). Then ) i(t)1 < 2(K(t) M(t))“’ = o( 1) (t--t co). 
Proof. By Taylor’s theorem there exists for every h > 0, t > 0 a number 
8E (0, 1) such that 
j(t) = (y(r + h) - y(t))/h - $hY(t + 6h). 
Substituting h = 2 dmi and taking absolute values, we obtain l*(t)1 < 
2~~=0(1) (f-tco). I 
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Remark. We obtain Landau’s result if we replace K(f) by o( 1 ) (t -t CC I 
and M(r) by 0( 1) (I + co). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let r(s) E C(s). Then r(s) E Vb if and onl-v ifezlery pole a of 
r(s) has the property that either Re a < 0 or Re a = 0 and the order of a is 
one. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let a, ,.... a, be the poles of r(s) of orders k ,..... k,,. 
respectively. Then r(s) = p(s) + q(s) for some p(s) E c [s] and q(s) = 
ry=, r;i, c(i. j)(s - ai)-’ with c(i. ki) # 0 (i = I,.... n). Hence 
n k, 
W))(t) = Se 
[.i- 1 
ai’ \‘ c(i,j) . 
(J - I)! 
(t > 0). 
i=l j= I 
If all poles have the property mentioned in the lemma then clearly r(s) is a 
bounded function on (0, co). Now suppose r(s) E Ph. Let p := max(Re(ai) / 
i = 1, 2 . . . . . n }, and v := max{k, - 1 1 Re(ai) =p}. Let i be such that 
Reta,) = p and ki - 1 = 11. Then we have 
F(T) := TM’ fr f-“e-a”(r(s))(t) dt = c(i’ y,,’ ‘) +0(l) (T+ co), 
. I 
where c(i, L? + 1) # 0. The supposition that either p > 0 or p = 0, v > 0 leads 
to 
iF(T)I~~~r~-“e-“~(r(s))(f)~df=o(l) (T+ co). 
I 
a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. Let r(s) E iC (s). Then r(s) E F0 iSand on/j* if r(s) E ‘C,(s). 
Proof of Lemma 3.5 We proceed as in the poof of Lemma 3.4 ascribing 
the same meaning to the various symbols. If r(s) E C,(S) (i.e., Re(a,) < 0 for 
i = 1, 2..... n) then trivially (r(s))(t) = o( 1) (t + a~) whence r(s) E ‘6,;. Now 
suppose that r(s) E FO. Then of course (r(s))(t) = o( 1) (f --) cr,). Let i be such 
that Re(a,) = p and ki - 1 = I’. Then F(T) = c(i, v + 1 )/v! + o( 1) (T --* co ). 
The supposition that p > 0 leads (by standard methods) to F(T) = o( 1) 
(, T + 03). a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. Let p(s) E SC [s], q(s) E [c. [s]. Then rhe following fozrr 
statements are equivalent. 
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(3) VUSY P(S)U E 6 =- ds)u E % 
(4) 4s) :=ds) (P(S)) - l E ~o.m(s). 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Obviously (1) + (3) and (2) * (3). 
Proof of (4) a (1) A (2). Let a,,..., a, be the poles of r(s) of orders 
k k,, ,,*-*, respectively, and Re a, < 0 ,..., Re a, < 0. Then r(s) = 
c + Cf= I c:t, cU(s - ai)-‘. Since q(s)u = r(s)(p(s)u), (1) and (2) follow by 
application of Lemma 3.1. 
Proof of (3)* (4). Suppose that (3) holds. Then degree p(s) > 
degree q(s). For assume that degree p(s) < degree q(s) =: n. Let u E @ be 
such that u(t) = t-nt”2ei’2 (r>l).Then~~uE~~fork=O,l,..., n-1,and 
s”v G$ gb. Hence p(s)v E g0 but q(s)u 4 @*, a contradiction. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that gcd(p(s), q(s)) = 1. For suppose that p(s) = 
p,(s) d(s) and q(s) = q,(s) d(s) such that gcd(p,(s), q,(s)) = 1. Putting 
d(s)u = v in (3) we obtain the equivalent form 
V L’EY P,(S)D E Fl* q,(sN E %J* 
We henceforth assume that gcd(p(s), q(s)) = 1. Suppose that p(u) = 0 with 
Re a > 0. We consider the two cases Re a > 0 and Re a = 0. First we assume 
Re a > 0. Let u E Q be such that u(t) = e” (t > 0). Then (p(s)u)(f) = 0 
(C > 0). Hence p(s)u E VO. But q(s)u e @b since q(u) # 0. Next, we assume 
that Re a = 0. Then we choose u E $9 such that u(t) = eaf log(t + 1) (t > 0). 
Then (p(s)u)(t) = (p,(s)(s - a)~)@) = (p,(s)@(t), where r.i(t) = (t + 1))‘eat 
(I > 0). Clearly (p,(s)@(t) -+ 0 (t -+ co). Hence p(s)u E gO. But (q(s)u)(t) - 
q(u)ea’ log(t + 1) (t+ co), whence q(s)u @ gb. 1 
Remark. For the same reasons as explained in the remark after the proof 
of Lemma 3.1 we may conclude that Lemma 3.6 also holds if VuEy is 
replaced by V uanalyticon (O,oo)* 
Remark. Lemma 3.6 remains true if stated for rational functions p and q. 
For, let p = p,/p2 and q = q1/q2, where p,, p2, q,, q2 are polynomials then 
the substitution u = p2(s) q2(s)u reduces the rational case to the polynomial 
case. 
Remark. Several times we shall refer to Lemma 3.6 while we use in fact 
the following matrix-vector version the proof of which is obvious. 
Let M(s) E Cnxm(s). Then the following four statements are equivalent. 
(1) LS-I: M(s)24 E a;: . 
(2) vu&y M(s)u E 5-r;. 
(3) v,,q M(s)24 E %q. 
(4) M(s) E @:zxs). 
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The following elementary result in algebra will be instrumental for the 
proofs of our main results. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a principal ideal domain (PID) which is not afield 
and let Q be the quotient field of R. Let A be an n x m matrix with entries in 
R, i.e., A E RnXm and let bE R”. Then the two following statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) 3,,,,Ax=b. 
(2) VuEQn Aru E Rm z- b’u E R. 
Proof of Lemma 3.7. Suppose (1) holds. Let x E R” be a solution of 
Ax = b and let u E Q,. Then xTA’u = bru. If A ‘u E R* then obviously 
b’u E R. Hence (1) implies (2). Now we suppose that (2) holds. We write A 
in its Smith normal form: (see [6, Theorem 7.10, 0. 109; 7, Theorem 11.9, 
p. 261) A = UDV, where UE RnX”, VE Rmxm are invertible over R, and 
DERnXm has entries d, satisfying d, = 0 for i #j. (Special divisibility 
properties of the entries dii of D are not mentioned since they are irrelevant 
for our proof.) Observe that U-lb =: c E R”. Furthermore, observing that 
UTQn = Q” and V-‘(R”) = R” we have that (2) is equivalent to the 
statement 
V WEQ" DTw E R” =-s- cTw E R. (*I 
Let dj. i = 1, 2 ,..., n be defined by di = dii (the diagonal entries of D) for 
1~i~k:=min(n,m},andd,=Ofori>k.Ifdi#Othenweapply(*)with 
wf := (0 ,..., 0, d;‘, 0 ,..., O)‘, where d;’ is the ith component. We obtain that 
ci = ridi for some ri E R. If di = 0 then we apply (*) with 1~’ = (O,..., 0. M’;. 
0 . . . . . 0). It follows that V ,,,iEQ ci wi E R. Hence, since R # Q. we have ci = 0. 
So, in either case we have ci = ridi for some ri E R (i = l...., n). Let 
v = (r, ~ r? ,..., rm)T E R”. We define x = V- ‘JV. Then x E R”, and Ax= 
-UDVx = UDJ~ = UC = b. Hence (2) implies (1). 1 
Remark. In fact we shall mostly use the following matrix version of 
Lemma 3.7, the proof of which is obvious. 
Let R be a PID which is not a field and Q the quotient field of R. Let 
A E RnXm and B E R”“. Then the following two statements are equivalent. 
(1) &Rrxn MA = B. 
t2) '/ueQm AuER”+BuER’. 
Let R be a commutative integral domain with unity and Q the quotient 
field of R. Let S c R have the following properties. 
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(i) If a E S, b E S then ab E S (multiplicative subset). 
(ii) 1 E S, 0 @ S. 
R, := (p/q E Q 1 p E R, q E S) is called the ring of fractions of R with 
respect o S. 
LEMMA 3.8 (see [8, p. 581). If R is a PID and S a multiplicatiae subset 
of R with 1 E S and 0 b? S. Then R, is also a PID. 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. Let I be an ideal in R,. We define r:= {a E R ( 
a/s E I for some s E S}. It is easily seen that fis an ideal. Since R is a PID 
we have I’= XR for some ,Y E R. Hence I= (x/l)R,. 1 
APPLICATIONS OF LEMMA 3.8. It is well known that C[s] is a PID. Let 
A E G, A # 0, and S := {p(s) E C[s] ] VSEA p(s) # 0). Clearly, S is a 
multiplicative subset of C[s], and 1 E S, 0 6Z S. Hence C,(s) = (C[s]), is a 
PID. In particular C,(s) is a PID. 
Let B := {w E C ] ]w - $1 < f}. C,,,(s) is isomorphic to C,(s) by the 
isomorphism T(S) ++ r(l/(s + 1)). Hence C,,,(s) is a PID. By a similar 
method one can prove that C,(s) in a PID. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We shall prove a slightly modified version of Theorem I in which (I,), 
(1 J and (1 j) are changed into 
(lr) vuaipm A(s)u E @“o” 2 B(s)u E q, 
and (1,) and (1 J analogously. After the proof we shall explain why there is 
no loss in generality in doing so. 
Furthermore, this modified Theorem 1 remains valid if A and B are 
rational, since this case can be reduced to the polynomial case by the 
substitution u = (q(s))- ‘a in (1 i), (1,) and (1 3), where q E C ]s] is such that 
q(s) A(s) and q(s) B(s) are polynomial. 
The proof of Theorem 1 consists of two main parts. In the first part we 
prove (1,) o (2) o (3) o (4) and (2) 3 (1,). In the second part we prove 
(1 3) ZE- (4). This is sufficient since trivially (1,) 3 (1 3) and (1 J z- (1 2). 
First part of the prooJ The proof of (2) * (3) is trivial. 
Proof of (2) * ( 1 r) A (1 J. Let A(s)u =: u E 59:. Then B(s)u = 
M(s) A(s)u = M(s)o E ‘Z’;;, by Lemma 3.6, since M(s) E CL::(s). The proof 
of (2) * (1 J is similar. 
Proof of (4) => (2). Let p(s) E Cm(s) be such that A(s) p(s) E C:,,(s). 
Then Vapu A(s) p(s) E C:(s), whence V, En B(s) p(s) E C;(s). It follows that 
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B(s) p(s) E CL(s). Also A(s) p(s) E C!&(s), whence B(s) p(s) E CL(s). We 
conclude that B(s) p(s) E CL,,(s). Hence (2) follows by an application of 
Lemma 3.7. 
Proof of (3) 3 (4). Let a E u. Then, by (3)(i) there is a matrix 
M(s) E ~Ci”‘(s) such that M(s) A(s) = B(s). Applying Lemma 3.7 (the 
matrix version) we deduce (4)(i). The proof of (3)(ii) + (4)(ii) is similar. 
Proof of (1,) 3 (4)(i). Let a E 0. Let p(s) E (I “‘(s) be such that 
A(s)p(s)E C.:(s). We choose q(s)E C(s] in such a way that 
A(S)P(S)dS)E cnlsl and q(a) # 0. Let u :=p(s) q(s). Clearly A(s)u E “6:. 
Then. by (l,), B(s)u = B(s) p(s) q(s) E PO. Then, by Lemma 3.5, we have 
B(s) p(s) q(s) E CL(s). It follows that B(s) p(s) E C L(s) since q(a) # 0. 
Proof of (1,) 3 (4)(ii). First we prove that (1,) implies V p(s) E C “‘[s 1 
degree A(s) p(s) > degree i?(s) p(s). Suppose that degree A(s) p(s) = k. Let 
l,k(f) .= tt+ l)-k-I;Zeiff+l’2 . Then d’~Jdf’=o(l) (f-+00) if l<k and 
d’yJdt’ is unbounded if 1> k. We define J = pjvk. Then we have A(s)>, = 
A(s) p(s) y, E q:. Suppose that degree B(s) p(s) > k. Then clearly B(s)?? = 
B(s) p(s)yk is unbounded, in contradiction with (1,). Now we suppose that 
p(s) E ‘Em(s) such that A(s) p(s) E C;(s). Let p,(s) E ,C m(~] and 
p*(s) E C[s] be such that p(s) = p,(s)/pz(s). Then we have degree 
B(s) p,(s) < degree A(s) p,(s) < degree pz(s). Hence B(s) p(s) E 8”s 2 (s). 
At this stage we have proved the equivalence of (1,). (2). (3) and (4). 
Second Part of the ProoJ 
LEMMA 4.1. Let p(s) = (p,(s),.... p,(s))‘E lm[sl. We defirze q(s) = 
(s + ll'gcd p(s), where gcd P(S) := gcd(p,(s),....p,,(s)) atld I:= 
degree p(s) - degree gcd p(s). Then ViuEp p(s)u E Wr CD q(s)u E 40. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Apply twice the equivalence ( 1 , ) e (2). 
Proof oj” (1,) 3 (4)(i). Let a E (T. Let p(s) E ‘_ m(~) be such that 
A(S) p(s) E c:(s). We choose q(s) E lf[s] such that q(a) # 0 and p’(s) := 
A(S) p(s)q(s) E C”[s]. We define e(s) := (s + l)kgcd p’(s). where k is such 
that degree g(s) = degree p’(s). Then. by the foregoing Lemma 4.1. (1,) is 
equivalent with 
v UEI <(s)u E v. =z, B(s) p(s) q(s)u E ‘fi;;. 
By Lemma 3.6 it follows that B(s) p(s) q(s)/@(s) E ##I:,. .(s). Since q(a) # 0 
we have B(s) p(s) E C;(s). 
Proof of (l?) 3 (4)(ii). Replace (1,) by (1 3) in the proof of ( 1,) =+ (4)(ii ). 
Now we can give the explanation promised at the beginning of this 
section. The only place where there could be loss of generality is in the proof 
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of (1,) + (4). In the proof of (13) * (4)(i) we appeal to Lema 3.6 which 
remains valid if VluerP is replaced by Vuanalytlconco,,,,. (See the remark after 
the proof of Lemma 3.6.) In the proof of (13) * (4)(ii) we use (1,) only for 
functions analytic on (0, co). I 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Again, as in the proof of Theorem 1, there is no loss of generality in 
proving a slightly modified version of Theorem 2 in which (1) is changed as 
follows: 
(1) vlusm A(s)24 E C”[s] 
B(s)24 E g’o” 
1 
2- E(s) E SF;. 
C(s)u E e’:, 
Moreover, for similar reasons as given in the beginning of Section 4, the 
modified Theorem 2 remains true if A, B, C and E are rational. 
Proof of (3) * (4). Let a E C +. By (3)(i) there exist matrices M(s) E 
C’,“‘(s), N(s) E CLXk(s) and L E CLx’(s) such that M(s) A(s) + N(s) B(s) + 
L(s) C(s) = E(s). Applying Lemma 3.7 (the matrix version) we deduce (4)(i). 
Let a E 0. Then, by (3)(ii) there are matrices M(s) E Cr,X”(s), NE VLxk(s) 
and L(s) E (s - a)CLX’(s) such that M(s)A(s) + N(s) B(s) + L(s) C(s) = 
E(s). Defining L”(s) = (s - a)-‘L(s), c’(s) = (s - a) C(s) we get 
M(s) A(s) + N(s) B(s) + L(s) c’(s) = E(s) 
and (4)(ii) follows by an application of Lemma 3.7. 
Now we turn to the proof of (3)(iii) * (4)(iii). Without loss of generality 
we may assume that A(s), B(s), C(s) and E(s) are matrices over C,(s). 
(This can be achieved simply be dividing the matrices by a suficiently large 
power of s + 1.) By (3)(iii) there are matrices M(s) E Crxn(s), N(s) E 
Cr,xk(s), L(s) E s-1 rx’ C, (s) such that M(s)A(s) + N(s) B(s) + L(s) C(s) = 
E(s). Let jE R\l be such that (s + I)-‘M(s) =: A(s) E c:“(s). Introducing 
L(s) = sL(s), C(s) = s -‘C(s) we have (s + l)jfi(s) A(s) + N(s) B(s) + 
z(s) c(s) = E(s). By an application of Lemma 3.7 we obtain 
(s + l)‘A(s) 
V PWEC&) 
[ I 
B(s) P(S) E c “m+k+r(~) s- E(s) p(s) E CL(s). 
c’(s) 
It follows that (4)(iii) holds. 
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Proof of (1) G- (4)(i). Let a E @ ‘. Let p(s) E Km(s) be such that 
A(s) p(s) E Ccl(s), B(s) p(s) E C:(s) and C(s) p(s) E CL(s). We choose 
q(s) E @[sl such that 4s) p(s) q(s), B(s) P(S) q(s) and C(s) P(S) q(s) are 
vectors over C[s] and q(a) f 0. Then if u := p(s) q(s) we have (A(s)u)(t) = 0 
(r > 0) and B(s)u E gO, C(s)u E g*. Hence E(s)u E ‘go. By Lemma 3.5 we 
conclude that E(s) p(s)q(s) E C,(s). Since q(a) #O it follows that 
E(s) p(s) E VP’,(s). 
Proof of (1) + (4)(ii). Let a E 0. Let p(s) E Cm(s) such that A(s) p(s) E 
C:(s), B(s) p(s) E G:(s) and (s - a) C(s) p(s) E CL(s). Again, we choose 
q(s) E @[sl such that 4s) P(S) q(s), B(s) p(s) q(s) and (s - a) C(s) P(S) q(s) 
are vectors over C[s], and q(a) # 0. Put u = p(s) q(s). Then (A(s)u)(t) = 0 
(t > 0), B(s)u E g0 and by Lemma 3.4, C(s)u E (s - a)-’ C [s] c Fb. Hence 
E(s) p(s) q(s) E gO. By Lemma 3.5 we haveE(s) p(s) q(s) E CL(s). Hence 
E(s) p(s) E CL(s), since q(a) f 0. 
Proof of (1) => (4)(iii). Let p(s) E Km(s) be such that A(s)p(s) = 0. 
B(s) p(s) E C”,(s) and SK’C(s) p(s) E CL(s). We have to prove E(s) p(s) E 
C&,(s). First we show that 
v Q(S)ECrn[SI A(s) q(s) = 0 3 degree E(s) q(s) 
< max(degree B(s) q(s), degree C(s) - 1 I. 
Let q(s) E Cm[s]. Define v := 1 + maxidegree B(s) q(s). degree C(s) 
q(s) - 1). Let y,(t) = (t + l)-cei’f+‘)’ (t > 0). Then d.‘y,./dt’ = o( 1) (t -+ 00) 
if j < V, and d”y,,/dr = 0( 1) (t + co) and djy,./dt-’ f o( 1) (t -+ co ) if j > V. Let 
I’ = q(s)?‘,.. Then A(s C[s], B(s)?? E gO, C(S)J E Vb. If follows that 
degree E(s) q(s) < 11 since E(s)y E qO. Now let p,(s) E V”‘[s], pz(s) E C [s 1 
such that p(s) = p,(s)/p*(s). Then degree E(s) p,(s) < max(degree B(s) p,(s), 
degree C(s) p,(s) - 1) < degree p*(s). The last inequality is a consequence of 
the assumptions on p(s). Hence E(s) p(s) E CL. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we only have to show that (4) * (2) 
and (2) 3 (1). However, in trying to prove these implications directly, great 
diffkulties are met. Therefore we first prove Theorem 2 for the special case 
A = 0 (denoted by Theorem 2 (A = 0)). The proof of the original Theorem 2 
is then completed as follows. First we show that condition (4) is equivalent 
with a condition (4,.) which has the same form as (4) and in which A does 
not occur. By Theorem 2 (A = 0) this statement (4,) is equivalent with 
statements (1.) and (2,). The proof is finished by showing that (l,.) 3 ( 1) 
and (2,,) + (2). Finally a figure is given which clarifies the situation. 
Proof of Theorem 2 (A = 0) 
After the foregoing we only have to show that (4) (A = 0) * (2) (A = 0) 
and (2) (A = 0) * (1) (A = 0). Several lemmas which are referred to in the 
sequel of the proof, can be found at the end of this section. 
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Proof of (4) (A = 0) * (2) (A = 0). Let cz E 0. Define ((s - a)/@ + 1)) 
C(s) =: c(s). We want to show that there exist matrices N(s) E CL:&) and 
L(s) E Ci$,(s) such that NB + L’c’= E. By Lemma 3.7 it is equivalent to 
prove that 
V PWECrn(S) Ws) P(S) E C~,,(s) A a) a(s) E f2.,(d 
-E(s) P(S) E ‘G,,(s). 
Let p(s) E Cm(s) be such that premise is satisfied and let p E C’. Then 
B(s) p(s) E C:(s) and C(s) p(s) E CL(s). It follows from (4)(i) (A = 0) that 
E(s) I)(S) E C;(s). If we suppose PE 0 then B(s)p(s) E C:(s) and 
(s -a) C(s) p(s) E C;(s). Hence, by (4)(ii) (A = 0) we have E(s) p(s) E 
C;(s). Also, B(s) p(s) E Ck,(s) and (l/s) C(s) p(s) E C&(s), whence, by 
(4)(iii) (A = 0) E(s) p(s) E C&(s). It follows that E(s) p(s) E CL,,(s). So we 
can conclude that (4) (4 = 0) * (2)(i) (A = 0). The proof of (4) (A = 0) => 
(2)(ii) (A = 0) is similar. 
Proof of (2) (A = 0) * (1) (A = 0). First we want to show the existence 
of a matrix N(s) E Crxk(s) such that N(s) B(s) = E(s). By a well-known 
theorem in the theory of linear algebra it is equivalent to prove that 
V pwECm(s) B(s) p(s) = 0 =s- E(s) p(s) = 0. 
Let p(s) E Cm(s) be such that B(s) p(s) = 0. By (2)(i) (A = 0) we have 
v 3 QEO I\‘JSkc;,$yS) 3 L,ts)E$yyc;,$5) 
N,(s) B(s) + L,(s) C(s) = E(s). 
We multiply on the right with p(s). Clearly, for each a E 0 which is not a 
pole of p, we have E(o) p(u) = 0. It follows that E(s) p(s) = 0. Let 
N(s) E Crx ‘(s) be such that N(s) B(s) = E(s). We denote by a,, az ,..., a,, the 
poles of N(s) on 0 and their orders by I,, lz ,..., I,.. We define 
/i 
Pi(S) := ( ) 3 ) ‘Yts)‘= iJj ulits)3 p(s) := (s + 1))“w(s), 
where ,U > 0 is taken so large that N(s) := (p(s) N(s) E C;,g(s). Let u E Pm 
be such that B(s)u E 5&Y: and C(s)u E FL. We put z = o(s)& )V = (s + 1)“~ 
and B(s) = (l/p(s)) B(s). Since B(s)u E 5Y2, C(s)u E FL, we have, by (2)(i) 
(A = 0) or (2)(ii) (A = 0), and applying Theorem 1, E(s)u E FL. Then, by 
Lemma 3.6, we have E(s)z = v)(s) E(s)u E g’;;. Therefore, N(s) g(s)z = 
N(s) B(s)z = E(s)z E 0:. Furthermore, g(s)z = B(s)u E f?Yi. It follows from 
Lemma 5.2 and G(s) E Pi,“,k(s) that E(s)z E SF:. Since v(s) E CO,ia(s) we 
have B(s)rv = w(s)B(s)u E @t, and C(s)w = u/(s)C(s)u E G$. By (2)(ii) 
(A = 0) there exists N,,(s) E CL::(s), L,(s) E ‘GLy&((s) such that N,(s) B(s) + 
(s + 1) - ’ L,(s) C(s) = E(s). Then 
N,(s) B(s)w + (s + l)-‘&,(s) C(s)w = E(s)w. (*I 
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Clearly, (s + l)-“N,(~)B(~)MJE FL, and (s + I))“E(s)ul=E(s)z EfFh. 
Multiplying (*) by (s + 1))“ we see that (s + l))LL-‘L,,(~)C(~)~EVi. 
Also. Lo(s) C(S)H’ E Fpf,. By Lemma 5.3 it follows that (s + 1)) ‘L,,(s) 
C(s)w E q. Using this result in (*), observing that N,(s) B(s)n’ E ‘Fh. 
we see that E(s)u? E Fk. Now we use (2)(i) (A = 0) for CI = cz, We can 
write N,(s) B(s) + ((s - a,)/(~ + 1)) L,(s) C(s) = E(s). where R;,(s) E 
‘pL”,k(s) and L,(s) E FLY&(,(s). Clearly 
(~,(S))-‘W(S)N,(s)B(s)u +~(o,W ‘V(S)~,(S)C(S)~ 
= h,(s))-’ 4s) E(s)u. ( :,: :v ) 
Since the first term on the left side belongs to FL, and the right side belongs 
to FL, we have that ~7 := (cp,(s))-‘v(s)L,(s) C(s)u E pi. Multiplying (**) 
from the left with p,(s) we obtain 
‘s-a, ‘I+’ 
N,(s) B(S)M’ + - 
( 1 s+l 
L’ = E(S)W. 
Since iv,(s) B(s)w E F’;, and E(s)w E UL we have ((s - (I,)/ 
(s + 1)) ‘Itic E pb. We already know that L’ E PL. Applying Lemma 5.4 we 
obtain ((s -a,)/(~ + 1))~ E FL. Using this result in (+*) we find 
nFzz vi(s) E(s)u E Fk. Continuing in this way we can eliminate 
successively all factors pi(s), and we obtain E(s)u E FL. Thus we have 
proved Theorem 2 (A = 0). 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 2 
Lemma 5.1 enables us to transform conditions (4) of Theorem 2 into an 
equivalent set of conditions, which have the same form as (4) in which A = 0 
and B is replaced by B(s), a matrix to be specified below. Denoting C(s) := 
s- ‘C(s). (4)(iii) reads 
A(s)p(s)=O / 
B(s) P(S) E C”,(s) =, E(s) p(s) E ‘I ‘, (s) 
C(s) p(s) E ,cr, (s) I 
By Lemma 5.1 there is a v E Ed such that (4)(iii) is equivalent with 
(s + l)“A(S) P(S) E G(s) 
B(s) p(s) E C”,(s) 3 E(s) p(s) E 1: ; (s) 
c’(s) P(S) E c-h,(s) I 
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Statements (4)(i) and (ii) do not change by replacing A(s) by (s + l)“A(s). 
Hence, taking 
B(s) := (s + l)“A(s) 
B(s) I E @(“+k’xmbl 
we get an equivalent form of (4), in which A does not occur. Let us call this 
condition (4,). By Theorem 2 (A = 0) we have that (4,) is equivalent to 
corresponding statements (1,) and (2,). For the completion of the proof of 
Theorem 2 we have to prove only (1,) * (1) and (2,,) 3 (2). Statement (l,,) 
reads 
Trivially, (1,) * (1). In (2,)(i) and (2,)( ii i is stated that there exist ) t 
matrices N(s) E CLr$+k) (s), L(s) E Cam& such that 
N(s) @ + lYAb) + L(s) C(s) = E(s) 
B(s) 1 7 
where c’(s) = ((s - a)/(s + 1)) C( s in case (2,)(i), and c’(s) = (s + 1))‘C(s) ) 
in case (2,)(ii). Splitting N(s) as follows N(s) = [N,(s) N,(s)], 
N,(s) E q2(::), N,(s) E ~‘,~~(s), and defining M(s) = (s + I)“N,(s) we 
obtain (2)(i) and (2)(ii). 1~ 
The following figure will clarify the course 
Theorem 2. 
of things in the proof of 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let P(s) E Cnxm[s], Q(s) E CkXm(sI, and R(s) E C’*m[sI. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) V P(s) P(S) = 0 P(S)ECrn(S) Q(s) P(S) E ‘%(s) 
-R(s) P(S) E C’,(s) 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. The implication (ii) ti (i) is trivial. The proof of 
(i)* (ii) proceeds as follows. Let V(s) E ~C~“‘[sl be such that the columns 
of V(s) form a basis of the null-space of P(s). The matrix V(s) is charac- 
terized by the property: P(s) p(s) = 0 if and only if p(s) = V(s) q(s) for some 
q(s) E C”(s). Hence, statement (i) is equivalent to 
v Q(S)EC(S) Q(s) v(s) q(s) E Ck,(s) 3 R(s) v(s) q(s) E C ‘,(s). 
By Lemma 3.7 we conclude that there exists a matrix N(s) E I[ k’(s) 
such that N(s) Q(s) V(s) = R(s) V(s), i.e., (N(s) Q(s) -R(s)) V(s) = 0. It 
follows that N(s) Q(s) -R(s) = M(s) P(s) for some matrix M(s) E [i““‘(s). 
Choose v E bl such that A(s) := -(s + 1) --“M(s) E iCL*“(s). Then 
k(s)(s + l)“P(s) + N(s) Q(s) = R(s). N ow (ii) follows by an application of 
Lemma 3.7. I 
LEMMA 5.2. Let r(s) E !C ,,=(s). Then 
V UEFQ r(s)u E q * r(s)u E ‘6”. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We use induction with respect to the number n(r) 
of poles of r(s) in C +. If n(r) = 0, the result follows immediately from 





Then r,(,s)u E %$ and u EVO. Since n(r,) = n(r) - 1. the induction 
hypothesis yields r,(s)u E gO. Now, if we define L’ := (l/(s + 1)) r(s)u. then 
I’ E Fb, (s -a)v = r,(s)u E Pi. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, we have L: EFO. It 
follows that 
r(s)24 = r,(s)24 + (a + 1)v E ‘go. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let n be a positive integer. Then 
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Proof of Lemma 5.3. We proceed by induction. For n = 1 the statement 
is trivial. Suppose the result has been proved for n - 1. If u E gO, 
(s + 1)“~ E qb, it follows from Lemma 3.6 that sku E G$b for k = O,..., n. In 
particular, (s + I)“-‘u E G$. By the induction hypothesis, this implies M’ := 
(s+ l)“-‘uE& No w, since s2\y E @C$, wE g0 it follows from Lemma 3.3 
that SM’E q0 and hence (s + 1)~ = (s + l)“-‘U E 6. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Let n be a positive integer and a E 0. Then 
Proof of Lemma 5.4. By Lemma 3.5 we have that Lemma 5.4 is valid for 
u polynomial in s. So we have to consider only the case that u is a bounded 
function in P. Let <, E P be defined by c,(t) = e-“’ (t > 0). We define 
~1 = <, o u where o denotes pointwise multiplication rather than convolution, 
i.e., v(t) = e-“‘u(t) (t > 0). It follows that sv = <, 0 (s - a)u and s”v = 
<, o (s -a)“~. Hence, we have v E gb and (s/(s + 1))“~ E qO. We put 
(s + 1))“~ =: w. Then s”w E g,, and (s + l)“n!E qb. By Theorem 1 we have 
that s’w E %Y* for I= 0, l,..., n. Let y := P’w. Then 4’ E GYb and ~‘4’ E qO. By 
Lemma 3.3 we obtain sq’E qO. Hence sn-‘wE qO. Iterating we obtain 
s’w E q. for 1= l,..., n. Hence s(s + 1)“~‘~ E VO. It follows that 
((s - a)/@ + 1))u E pO. I 
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